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Adjectives Adjectives Modify Nouns ??? Adjectives are placed directly before 

a noun: Examples: Tom is an excellent singer. I bought a comfortable chair. 

She’s thinking about buying a new house. ??? Adjectives are also used in 

simple sentences with the verb ‘ to be’. In this case, the adjective describes 

the subject of the sentence: Examples: Jack is happy. Peter was very tired. 

Mary’ll be excited when you tell her. ??? Adjectives are used with sense 

verbs or verbs or appearance (feel, taste, smell, sound, appear and seem) to 

modify the noun which comes before the verb: Examples: 

The fish tasted awful. Did you see Peter? He seemed very upset. I’m afraid 

the meat smelled rotten. Adverbs Adverbs Modify Verbs, Adjectives and 

Other Adverbs ??? Adverbs are easily recognized because the end in ‘-ly’ 

(with a few exceptions! ): Examples: Adjective -; careful / Adverb -; carefully 

Adjective -; quick / Adverb -; quickly ??? Adverbs are often used at the end of

a sentence to modify the verb: Examples: Jack drove carelessly. Tom played 

the match effortlessly. 

Jason complained about his classes constantly. ??? Adverbs are used to 

modify adjectives: Examples: They seemed extremely satisfied. She paid 

increasingly high prices. I was suddenly surprised by Alice. ??? Adverbs are 

also used to modify other adverbs: Examples: The people in the line moved 

incredibly quickly. She wrote the report unusually neatly. LINKING VERB 

Some verbs can only be used with adjectives, others might change their 

meaning when used with an adverb. verb | used with an adjective | used with

an adverb | | look | look good (= appearance) | look well (= healthy) | | feel | 

feel good (= state of health/mind) | feel well (= have a good sense of touch) |
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| smell | smell good (= odour) | smell well (= have a good sense of smell) | | 

taste | taste good (= preference) | taste well (= have a good sense of taste) |

The following verbs can only be used with adjectives: ??? be ??? become ??? 

get ??? grow ??? keep ??? remain ??? seem ??? sound ??? stay ??? turn 

Exercise – Adjective or Adverb Write down the correct form of the word in 

brackets (adjective or adverb). 1. Tom is (slow) ___________. He works 

____________. 2. Sue is a (careful) ___________ girl. She climbed up the ladder 

____________. 3. The dog is (angry) __________. It barks _________. 4. He acted 

(excellent) ___________. He’s an ____________ actor. 5. They learn English 

(easy) ____________. 

They think English is an ____________ language. 6. Max is a (good) 

____________ singer. He sings _____________. 7. It’s (awful) __________ cold 

today. The cold wind is ____________. 8. Dogs rely on their noses as they can 

smell (extreme / good) _____________. If that is true, why does dog food smell 

so (terrible) ______________? 9. The little boy looked (sad) _____________. I went

over to comfort him and he looked at me ______________. 10. I tasted the soup

(careful) _____________ but it tasted (wonderful) _____________. 
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